
Under $3 : Perfect Petite Stationery Set (2 pcs)
 

Perfect Petite Stationery Set (2 pcs)

  

 

If you are looking for a thoughtful gift set that won't break the bank - this is it. SO CLASSY! Both gift lines are beautifully presented as they are
individually packaged in crystal clear cello wrap. Amazingly... You can divide this set into two 'individual gifts' if you are searching for an
absolute bargain gift line - while still keeping in mind quality and style. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: $1.25

$1.25

GST Inc$0.11

Ask a question about this product  
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Under $3 : Perfect Petite Stationery Set (2 pcs)
 

Description 

A Practical Gift Set - That will Not Break the Budget!

This Magnetic Address Book and Bookmark Set is the solution to your budget-priced gift-giving woes.

Petite in size and price, yet big on quality, this set ticks all the boxes for a budget-friendly and well-received present.

Your little customers will love this gift option - whether it is for Mum, Dad or a seriously picky teen sibling.  There is no doubt this gift ticks all the
boxes for an affordable, practical and tasteful gift.

The Magnetic Address Book is similar in size to a credit card, ideal for recording information you would not want to store on your mobile phone.
Also a perfect resource for storing passwords or a keep-safe backup of info in case of loss.

There is a personal details panel on the inside front cover, allowing you to record details such as Emergency Contact, Doctor, Blood Type &
Allergies... if you wish.

The concertina style insert is ideal for recording addresses, notes, laptop IT codes, website access codes etc - which we all need on the move,
these days - particularly ideal when travelling.

Compact in size measuring 85 x 55 x 2mm.

The individually packaged magnetic bookmark is even classier still - measuring 8cm x 2.5cm when closed and packaged beautifully on a
presentation card within resealable cello wrap - measuring 1.15cm x 4.5cm.

I challenge you to buy a better Gift Set for this price ANYWHERE!

To elevate this gift to the next level - combined and tie with curling ribbon or pop inside an impressive gift bag.

We have lots of Organza Gift Bags that will suit this gift... simply inquire and we can advise options and pricing for including gift bags with your
order.
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